
With instant-install OBD-II plug-in devices, intuitive cloud-based management portal, and focus on 
gamification and driver rewards, businesses everywhere are moving up to SmartScout to improve fleet 
and field operations, reduce costs, and get workers engaged in building a culture of safety.

Managers love it.

SmartScout  is incredibly 
easy to use—just plug it in. No 
installation costs, no downtime. 
Data pours into the secure 
management portal, giving 
instant insight and reporting 
that’s easy to read and easy 
to use. Customers say it’s 
the most user friendly portal 
they’ve ever worked with.

Bottom line: you’ll love 
SmartScout! 

You’ll manage a safer, less 
costly and more efficient fleet. 
No gotchas, low up-front costs. 
For one price you get it all: 
data and reports for control 
and savings, driver safety 
scores and rewards, vehicle 
maintenance and much more.

Technicians love it.

SmartScout lets you move 
from “gotcha” to “great job!” 
Unlike other fleet tracking 
solutions and safety programs, 
which are punitive, our unique 
approach to Driver Rewards 
gets technicians engaged and 
motivated to drive safely and 
win. And when they compete, 
you win.

The Powerful, Rewards-Driven Fleet
Tracking Solution that Drivers Love!

Driver Rewards

• Easy to Administer
• Gift Reward Card Redeemable at Major Retailers
• Reward & Retain your Employees
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Features and Capabilities

Fleet Operations
Managing fleet and field operations takes a 
leap forward with SmartScout.

Features and Capabilities for Larger Fleets
For customers with large fleets, SmartScout offers features and capabilities that give
management the data and control needed to manage fleet and service operations
across a large operation and multiple locations.

Powerful Reporting
The insights you need for effective fleet
management are at your fingertips.

Driver Behavior and Safety
Building a safety culture becomes much 
easier with SmartScout score and rewards.

Real-time Alerts
Keep operations under control and
ensure your team is safe and productive.

Fleet Health
SmartScout takes the headaches out of fleet 
maintenance management.

Customer Support
SmartScout’s  top-notch support helps 
deploy smoothly and get successful quickly.

• Real-time Vehicle Location/Status
• Fleet Performance Dashboard
• Fuel card + fuel integration
• Vehicle History Trails
• Occupant Recognition*
• Trip Tagging and Miles per State
• Find Closest Driver
• Geofences/Landmarks with Alerts

* requires add-on or services from SmartScout engineering or data sciences teams  ** ask SmartScout for specific makes/models

• Speeding and Fuel Usage
• Activity Summary and Trip Logs
• Stop Reports and Idling
• Breadcrumb and Who Was Where
• Geofence Entry/Exit and Landmarks
• Driver Scores and Rewards
• 19 pre-built reports plus custom reports
• Automated report delivery

• Driver Scores (portal, mobile app)
• Driver Rewards (portal, mobile app)
• Harsh Braking/Hard-core Breaking
• Speeding and Sudden Acceleration
• Hard Cornering
• Seatbelt Usage Compliance**
• Excessive Idling
• In-cab Alerts for Safety Events

• Speeding
• Hard Braking
• Stop Time and Idle Time
• Unauthorized Vehicle Usage
• Low Fuel & Low Battery
• Sudden Acceleration
• Check Engine Light
• Alerts shown on portal and emailed

• Engine Diagnostic Reports  
(DTC Codes)

• Vehicle Service Entries
• Maintenance History
• Preventive Maintenance Scheduling 

with Alerts

• Large account features: hierarchical groupings (location, groups, vehicle types); role-based 
permissions; and visual clusters on the live map for concentrations of vehicles in locations 

• A rich set of APIs for integration, pre-built integrations with fuel card and fleet management 
partners, and a engineering team to assist with integration and customization. 

• A Customer Success Team acts as an extension of your fleet operations, getting involved from day 
one to ensure a successful deployment and ongoing satisfaction. 

• SmartScout’s Data Science Team is available to help analyze the immense data set captured 
through SmartScout to generate new insights into safety, productivity, utilization, routing, and 
maintenance. Industry and time comparisons yield significant improvements.

• On-boarding and Account Configuration
• Web-based Training
• Toll-free Telephone Customer Support
• Online Support and Knowledge Base
• Data Storage
• Custom API Integration*
• Lifetime Warranty on SmartScout Device

Add-on Features
Boost the data and control you get 
from SmartScout.

• FuelSaverTM Alerts to Nearest 
Cheapest Fuel

• Upgrade to full SmartScout Fleet 
Mobile: Distracted Driving Prevention, 
Messaging, Time Cards, Utilities and 
More

• Bluetooth Beacon Occupant 
Recognition

• Cross-border Roaming in Canada, 
Mexico, USA

(732) 722 - 7725  |  sales@smartfleetusa.com  |  www.smartfleetusa.com
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